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[ Introduction ]

Frontier Wars is a strategic game of conquest, where each player will 
control an army from WWII in an all-out confrontation to take control of 
the game map.

The aim was to create a simple game mechanism that is easy 
to learn, while offering a high tactical depth in quick, dynamic 
games.
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SUPPLIES
TACTICAL ORDERS

Play this card face up before you. While in play,you may save up to 2 of your units from upkeep.This card counts for your hand limit.

TURN SEQUENCE
1. TURN ORDER

Each star gives 1 VP.

2. Drawing Resource Cards
Draw 1 card from any pile. Draw 1 extra card for each city tile you control.

3. Reinforcements
Deploy a unit of your choice at HQ, an infantry unit at each active 

Encampment, and a mechanized unit of your choice at each active 
Factory you control.

4. ACTIONS
You may play an attack orders card > Move all the troops you want

> Construct buildings > Solve battles.

5. TACTICAL PHASE
You may play a tactical orders card.

6. ARMS RACE
You may add one resource card to your Research Deck,

as long as you have enough Medals to do so.

7. UPKEEP PHASE
Eliminate any excess units on the map and any planes on water.

Discard any excess cards from your hand.
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Withdraw all your units from a battleto an adjacent neutral tile or under your control.
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Place your units on their respective 
places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 
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5 4 3 2 1 0HEADQUARTERS RESISTANCE POINTS

DEPLOY ALL UNITS AT YOUR HEADQUARTERSSIDE A

U.S.S.R.

Starting Resources:
0 Cards

Starting Troops:
2 Artillery, 1 Plane
2 Infantry
1 Headquarters

army Skill
(no cost or use limit)

Survival:
During the upkeep phase,
you may keep one extra unit per tile.
Also, you may sacrifice a unit
to recover 1 resistance point
for your HQ.

Special Skill
(after a battle)

cost:
Discard one resource card.
Once per turn.

General Winter:
Destroy one Factory or Encampment 
before losing it.

army Skill
(no cost or use limit)

Impregnable:
Add +1 to the initiative of all units 
defending your Headquarters.

Special Skill
(start of reinforcements phase)

cost:
Discard one resource card.
Once per turn.

Blitzkrieg:
Deploy tanks instead of infantry
at your Encampments during
this turn.Starting Troops:

1 Tank, 1 Artillery
2 Infantry, 1 Plane
1 Headquarters

GERMANY

Starting Resources:
2 Cards

5 4 3 2 1 0HEADQUARTERS RESISTANCE POINTS

DEPLOY ALL UNITS AT YOUR HEADQUARTERSSIDE A

GREAT
BRITAIN

Starting Resources:
0 Cards

Starting Troops:
2 Tanks, 1 Artillery
2 Infantry
1 Headquarters

army Skill
(no cost or use limit)

Commandos:
When attacking, combine your infantry 
units for battle. They will act as a "new 
unit", add up the initiative of all your 
infantry units and make one unique 
attack with all of them together.
They take damage normally, according 
to the standard rules.

Special Skill
(start of reinforcements phase)

cost:
Discard one resource card.
Once per turn.

Enlistment:
During reinforcement, deploy 2 infantry 
units at your Headquarters instead of one.5 4 3 2 1 0HEADQUARTERS RESISTANCE POINTS

DEPLOY ALL UNITS AT YOUR HEADQUARTERSSIDE A

5 4 3 2 1 0HEADQUARTERS RESISTANCE POINTS

DEPLOY ALL UNITS AT YOUR HEADQUARTERSSIDE A

UNITED
STATES

army Skill
(no cost or use limit)

Bombers:
Planes may eliminate 1 unit from one 
enemy tile as they fly over it, as long as 
they  move in a straight line, they are 
not carrying troops and there are no 
artillery units on the tile.

Special Skill
(start of tactical phase)

cost:
Discard one resource card.
Once per turn.

Missiles:
Choose an enemy unit from
an adjacent tile to your HQ
and eliminate it.

Starting Troops:
1 Tank, 1 Artillery
3 Infantry
1 Headquarters

Starting Resources:
2 Cards

16 Construction 
tokens 

16 Decoy 
tokens.

16 Fog of 
war tokens

16 Medal tokens 1 Victory  
token

20 Flag  
tokens

10 River tokens

1 Card  
deck board

4 Army sheets

1 Battle  
board 

1 Turn order 
board

100 miniatures in four colors:
20 artillery, 40 infantry, 20 tanks & 20 planes 30 tiles

32 Attack 
Orders cards

32 Defense 
Orders cards 

31 Tactical 
Orders cards 

4 Reference 
cards 
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and eliminate it.
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Impregnable:
Add +1 to the initiative of all units 
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2 Cards
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[ How to Play ]

1. Selecting armies 
There are 4 armies in the game: UK, Germany, USSR & United States

Each army includes: 

1  4 construction tiles: 1 Headquarters, 1 Factory & 2 Encampments.

2  25 miniatures: 10 infantry, 5 tanks, 5 artillery & 5 planes.  

3  5 army markers: portraying your army’s flag. One is used for the turn 
order board, one to mark the current resistance of your Headquarters 
on your army sheet, another one to mark your Headquarters tile on 
the map, and the last two are used when conquering your opponents 
Headquarters.  

4  1 Reference card: with the game sequence and the Attributes Chart 
of your troops. 

5  1 Army Sheet: with unique skills for each army. This sheet has two 
sides, and with them you will determine the game mode. Before 
starting the game, the players must decide which side to use. All 
players must use the same side of their sheets. 

 Army skill: Exclusive and unique for each army. It has no activation 
cost and applies for the entire game. 

 Special skill: Can only be used once per round. You must discard 
a resource card of any kind. If you don’t have cards to discard, you 
cannot use this skill. 

  2. Preparing resource cards
(95 CARDS)

Separate the cards into piles, according to their type: Attack Orders (red), 
Defense Orders (blue), and Tactical Orders (green). Shuffle each deck 
separately and leave them face down on their reserved spaces of the 
resource decks board. 

3. Setting up the board
Go to the Mission Book at page 10 to select a scenario and choose 
one fitting the current number of players. Each player will place their 
headquarters tile (with their flag) according to the scenario description, 
and will then deploy their initial troops according to the instructions on 
their army sheets. Each player draws the number of resource cards 
indicated by their army sheet, from any of the resource card decks. 
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SUPPLIES
TACTICAL ORDERS

Play this card face up before you. While in play,you may save up to 2 of your units from upkeep.This card counts for your hand limit.

Withdraw all your units from a battleto an adjacent neutral tile or under your control.

WITHDRAWAL
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DEFENSE ORDERSLOGISTICS ADVANCEMENT 
ATTACK ORDERS

All units in a single tile may move twiceduring the movement phase. 
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Place your units on their respective 
places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 
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2 players *

3 players *

4 players *

* Unless the scenario states otherwise, the maps are surrounded  
by sea to all effects and purposes. 

4. Victory conditions 
The first player to achieve one of the following 3 objectives will be the 
winner of the game: 

 Destroying every opponent’s Headquarters (page 8). 

 Earning as many Victory Points (VP’s) as indicated by the scenario 
(page 10). 

 Completing the ‘definitive weapon’ investigation in the arms race 
(page 9).

      

[ Game Sequence ]

The game is played for an undefined number of 
rounds. Each round has several phases, during 
which the players will take turns to play. At the 
end of every round a new one starts, until a player 
reaches one of the victory conditions. These are 
the phases each round: 

1. Turn Order
The turn order will change during the game. At the start of every round, 
count each player’s victory points and adjust the turn order track 
accordingly. Victory points (VP) are represented by star symbols shown on 
different game elements, each star is worth one VP.

 During the first round the players are tied on victory points. To break 
this tie, or any other, you must follow the predetermined order shown 
on the turn order board, indicated by the tie-breaker arrow.

 In subsequent rounds, the players count the number of stars (VP’s) 
under their control. To do this, count the VP’s from your factories and 
encampments, cities and airport tiles, as well as any other strategic 
point you control. Remember that you need to have at least one unit 
on the tile to consider it under control.

The player with the highest score will be the first to move and so on, 
until the player with the lowest score plays their turn last. Victory 
Points are not cumulative from one round to the next. 

TURN SEQUENCE
1. TURN ORDER

Each star gives 1 VP.

2. Drawing Resource Cards
Draw 1 card from any pile. Draw 1 extra card for each city tile you control.

3. Reinforcements
Deploy a unit of your choice at HQ, an infantry unit at each active 

Encampment, and a mechanized unit of your choice at each active 
Factory you control.

4. ACTIONS
You may play an attack orders card > Move all the troops you want

> Construct buildings > Solve battles.

5. TACTICAL PHASE
You may play a tactical orders card.

6. ARMS RACE
You may add one resource card to your Research Deck,

as long as you have enough Medals to do so.

7. UPKEEP PHASE
Eliminate any excess units on the map and any planes on water.

Discard any excess cards from your hand.

131211109876543210

In this case the turn 
order will be: Germany, 
USA, UK and USSR.

Nobody would count 
these stars, since they 
are in frontier tiles 
or no-man’s land. 
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The buildings and/or city tiles and airports in frontier tiles don’t 
count (if you solve a battle and there are surviving troops from 
both armies, that tile is considered a frontier tile (see Frontier, 
page 8)). 

If you have enough VP’s to win the game during this phase, you win 
automatically and the game ends. If two or more players are tied for 
victory, continue playing until someone breaks the tie. VP’s can only be 
counted during this phase, so if a player earns enough VP’s to win the 
game in a different phase, but loses them before reaching this phase, 
that player will not be declared winner. 

2. Drawing Resource Cards 
In this phase, all players draw one resource card, plus one additional card 
for each city tile they control. 

If a city is in a frontier tile, nobody gets the extra card. 

Each player decides from which resource deck to draw their cards: attack, 
defense or tactical orders cards, with the option of drawing several cards 
from the same deck if you want to. 

3. Reinforcements  
During this phase, the players will deploy new units from their reserves, 
following the turn’s order. Each player’s reserve is formed by every troop 
that has not been deployed on the map. Add one unit for every factory, 
encampment or headquarters under your control. 

Factories and encampments must be active for this, so there must 
be at least one infantry unit on the tile, and must NOT be located in 
a frontier tile. 

 
 
 
 

 Headquarters allow you to add one unit of any type: mechanized or 
infantry. One unit per headquarters.

 Active Factories allow you to add one mechanized unit: artillery, 
tanks or planes. The player decides witch mechanized unit to add 
each round. One unit per factory.

 Active Encampments: allow you to add one infantry unit. One unit 
per encampment. 

If you don’t have enough units in your reserve to deploy, you lose those 
units but you can choose which building will not receive reinforcements. 
If you use a production card and don’t have enough units in your reserve, 
the effect of the card is lost. 

4. ACTIONS
Now, each player takes turns in the preset order. Play your full turn before 
passing the turn to the next player. You may do one, several or each one of 
the following actions, in strict order:

 Using Attack ORders
You may have resource cards of three types: attack, defense or tactical 
orders, but you can only play one attack and one tactical card per round. 
On the other hand, you can use one defense orders card for each battle 
you are involved in. Resource cards discarded due to an army skill don’t 
count as played cards. 

At this point of the round, the active player can play one attack orders card. 
The effects are explained in the card’s description; in case of conflict, the 
cards text overrule the rulebook. 

 MovEment
All armies are formed by four types of units: 
infantry, tanks, artillery and planes. All of them 
can move and attack independently. Each unit 
can move as many tiles as indicated by their 
movement value. You can move as many of your 
units as you want during your turn, but you can 
only do one movement action per unit each round. 

 

Planes can fly over enemy units without engaging with them, except 
artillery units. They can also fly over water tiles, but will be destroyed 
during upkeep if they end their movement there. To all effects, it is 
considered that the game map is surrounded by water. Planes can also 
carry up to two units of infantry and/or artillery. Transported units must 
all board the plane on the same tile, but they can do it after moving to 
that tile. They will land automatically on the tile where the plane ends 
its movement. Units cannot move after being transported, regardless of 
having moved before boarding the plane. If a plane is involved in battle, 
you must declare if it’s currently transporting units or not. 

Any unit that ends its movement on a tile with enemy troops will start a 
battle, which will be solved after all the movements are over, according to 
the game sequence. 

Place all involved units on the tile, so it’s clear which ones are part 
of the battle.

 Building constructions:
FActories and EncampmEnts 

At the start of the game, each player has a limited number of construction 
tiles they can build. Once all of them have been placed, you cannot build 
anything else, although you can conquer your opponent’s constructions to 
increase that number. 

To build a factory or encampment, you must replace an infantry unit on the 
board with the construction you want to build (the infantry unit returns to 
your reserve), provided it adheres to the following rules:
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 You cannot build in city, airport or swamp tiles. 
 There cannot be more than one construction per tile (factory, 
encampment or headquarters). 

 There cannot be a battle or be a frontier tile. 

You may decide what construction to build: factory or encampment, 
and you must have the corresponding construction tile in your reserve 
to to place on the map. 

When you build a construction, it is considered inactive until an infantry 
unit occupies that tile. If you are occupying the tile with troops other 
than infantry, you would be in control of the tile and building, but the 
building is considered inactive. Inactive buildings will NOT generate 
new troops during the reinforcement phase. It may happen that you 
build a construction but have no troops remaining on that tile, in which 
case you would not control the building. 

Remember, you need two infantry units to build and activate 
a construction (since one of them will be lost). Once built, a 
construction remains on its tile until the end of the game. 

Whenever a player builds a construction, they earn one medal (page 8). 

 Solving battles and 
Defense orders

Before solving a battle, the defender can use one defense orders card, 
the effect of which will be applied before proceeding with the battle. The 
effect of the card is described in the card’s text. You can use only one card 
per battle. 

Cards discarded due to army skills do not count as used cards. 

If there are several battles, the attacker decides which one to solve first. 

All army troops have one resistance point. If any unit receives one impact 
in battle, take it off the map and return it to your reserve for later use. 
When constructions are under attack, and there are no troops left to 
defend them, turn the construction tile around and leave it on the map 
to show it has been destroyed. Destroyed buildings will not produce new 
reinforcements or give VP’s, but will also not return to your reserve. 

To solve a battle you have to consider who the attacker is and who the 
defender. The player invading a tile with their troops will be considered the 
attacker, while the other player will be the defender.  

 The attacker’s troops will use the attack initiative. 

 The defender’s troops will use the defense intiative. 

The battle chart shows that the same units may have different initiative for 
attack and defense. 

When solving a battle, all attacking and defending units will make one 
attack. If there are troops from both armies remaining after solving a battle, 
it is considered a tie, and the map tile becomes a frontier tile. 

Starting with the highest initiative troop, and in descending order, each unit 
makes one attack. Every time a unit attacks, it causes one casualty. If two 
units have the same initiative, they attack simultaneously and both of them 
cause one casualty. 

Because of this, it could happen that both of them are eliminated 
at the same time, or that lower initiative troops are eliminated 
before making their attack. 

There is a specific priority in which casualties are caused, as detailed in 
the battle chart, so units must be eliminated according to that priority. The 
first casualties are always infantry units, then tanks, followed by artillery 
units and finally planes. 

When solving a battle, if there are two units of the same type from 
the same army, but with different initiative values, caused by the 
use of cards or other factors, first eliminate the troop with the 
highest initiative that has NOT attacked yet. 

This way, units with high initiative will eliminate troops with lower initiative 
values before they can attack. There are troops with 0 intiative, meaning 
they will always attack last. 

Use the battle chart in your first games: place the battling units over their 
respective positions for the attacker and defender, and make one attack 
with each unit from left to right. Cause casualties with each unit’s attack. 
Once you reach the right side of the chart and all units have performed 
one attack each, the battle is over. 

When a player wins a battle it earns one medal (page 8), either as attacker 
or defender. 

Casualties return to each  players’ reserve on their army sheets for later use. 

INITIATIVE 3INITIATIVE 3

ATTACKER

DEFENDER

Defender

CASUALTIES
PRIORITY

INITIATIVE 2INITIATIVE 2 INITIATIVE 1INITIATIVE 1 INITIATIVE 0INITIATIVE 0

INITIATIVE 2INITIATIVE 2INITIATIVE 3INITIATIVE 3 INITIATIVE 1INITIATIVE 1 INITIATIVE 0INITIATIVE 0

Place your units on their respective 
places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 
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Attacker: 1 tank, 2 infantry 
units, 1 artillery. 

Defender: 1 artillery unit, 2 infantry units. 

Resolution: check the initiative for 
each unit according to their use in 
battle (attack or defense).By doing 
this, we have the initiatives for the 
attackers: 2, 1, 1 and 0 respectively. 

The defending units would have 
3, 1 and 1 respectively. 
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Place your units on their respective 
places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 
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places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 
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Place your units on their respective 
places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 
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Defender
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PRIORITY

INITIATIVE 2INITIATIVE 2 INITIATIVE 1INITIATIVE 1 INITIATIVE 0INITIATIVE 0

INITIATIVE 2INITIATIVE 2INITIATIVE 3INITIATIVE 3 INITIATIVE 1INITIATIVE 1 INITIATIVE 0INITIATIVE 0

Place your units on their respective 
places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 

INITIATIVE 3INITIATIVE 3

ATTACKER

DEFENDER

Defender
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PRIORITY

INITIATIVE 2INITIATIVE 2 INITIATIVE 1INITIATIVE 1 INITIATIVE 0INITIATIVE 0
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Place your units on their respective 
places on this chart, keeping in mind
if you are the attacker or the defender. 
From left to right, each unit performs 
an attack, immediately causing 
casualties for each attack.
Once you reach the rightmost side of 
the chart, and all units have performed 
one attack, the battle is solved. 

In this example, the defender decided 
not use defense orders cards. So: 

a) The unit with the highest initiative 
attacks first. In our example the defending 
artillery has the highest initiative, so it 
attacks first and causes one casualty. 
According to the battle chart and 
casualties priority, the first unit eliminated 
must be an opponent’s infantry (that 
returns to the owner’s reserve). 

b) The next unit to attack is the 
attacker’s tank (with 2 initiative), 
which also eliminates one of the 
opponent’s infantry units. 

c) Then is turn for the infantry from both 
the attacker and the defender, who have 
the same initiative. Because of this, both 
of them attack simultaneously. Since 
the first casualties are always infantry 
units (as indicated by the casualties 
priority chart), they eliminate each other. 

d) Finally, it’s the attacker artillery’s 
turn to perform one attack. The only 
unit remaining in the defender’s side is 
the artillery unit, which is eliminated. 

Result of the battle: The attacker has one 
tank and one artillery left. The defender 
has been eliminated, so the attacker 
wins the battle and earns one medal.

BATTLE RESOLUTION:

a)

b)

a)

a)

b)

b)

c)

c)

c)

c)

b)

b)

b)

a)

a)

a)

a)

d)

d)
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5 4 3 2 1 0

CARAA COLOCA TODAS TUS UNIDADES EN EL CUARTEL GENERAL

PUNTOS DE VIDA CUARTEL GENERAL

ESTADOS
UNIDOS

tropas iniciales:
1 tanque, 1 artillería
3 infantería
1 Cuartel General

recursos iniciales:
2 cartas

HABILIDAD destacada
(sin coste y sin límite de usos)

BOMBARDEros:
Los aviones pueden eliminar una 
unidad enemiga en una única loseta 
que sobrevuelen cuando realicen todo 
su movimiento en línea recta, no 
transporten tropas y no sobrevuelen 
artillería enemiga.

HABILIDAD exclusiva
(al principio de tu fase táctica)

coste:
Descarta una carta de recurso.
En vez de jugar la Fase Táctica.

misiles:
A tu elección, destruye una unidad
de una loseta adyacente a tu
Cuartel General.

 REPAIRING DESTROYED CONSTRUCTIONS 
Destroyed constructions may be repaired in the same way they are 
built, but wil remain in their current tile. To repair a construction, you 
must spend one infantry unit on that constrution’s tile, which returns 
to your reserve. 

Repairing a construction does not give medals. 

 FRONTIER OR TIES
After solving a battle on a map tile, if there are troops remaining 
from both armies, it becomes a frontier tile. In subsequent rounds, 
units in a frontier will not engage in battle, unless any of the players 
adds new troops to that tile. If so, that player will become the 
attacker and the battle will be solved as usual, with both players 
being able to play orders cards normally. If any of the players 
decides to withdraw some troops, the battle is avoided. If a player 
withdraws all of its troops from a frontier tile, the rival army will 
automatically gain control of the tile. 

Sometimes, a third army will join the battle for control of a frontier 
tile. In this case, there would be only one attacker and two 
defenders, both of which could play a defense orders card. When 
solving the battle, each player may assign their impacts to the 
army they prefer, following the initiative and turn order as usual. 
Casualties will also follow the priority chart normally. In this type 
of battle, it may happen that one army suffers no casualties, while 
another army suffers all of them. 

If a fourth armies joins the fray, apply the same rules. That is: one 
attacker and three defenders, up to three defense cards and each 
army will apply casualties following the initiative and turn order as 
usual. 

Constructions on frontier tiles will not produce reinforcements and 
do not give VP’s for turn order calculations. In the same way, cities 
and airports will not give benefits if they are frontier tiles. 

 HEADQUARTERS 
During the game, your headquarters represent your base from where you 
lead the battle. For this reason, they are considered special buildings.

 Reinforcements: During the Reinforcement phase, 
headquarters allow you to deploy one reinforcement unit of 
any type: infantry, tanks, artillery or planes. Headquarters 
always get reinforcements, even if in frontier tiles, and they 
don’t need to be activated with infantry since they are always 
active.

 Battles at headquarters: during a battle, the headquarters’ garrison 
will also participate. When defending, this garrison has initiative equal 
to the headquarters current resistance value. Each time it receives 
an impact, its resistance and initiative will lower by 1 point. When 
attacking, headquarters will have an intiative value of 0. This could 
happen if after suffering an attack at headquarters, the defending 
player adds troops, i.e: after receiving one reinforcement unit. 

If a players loses control of its headquarters, that player is eliminated 
from the game. Flip the headquarters tile on the board, to show it 
has been destroyed, and take back the owner’s army marker. From 
that moment on, the player will lose control of its troops, which will 
remain on the board as neutral troops (they cannot move, but will 
defend the position as usual, without defense orders cards). The player 
who destroyed the headquarters receives all resource cards from the 
eliminated player, discarding any face up cards, and receives 3 medals 
for their achievement, instead of the usual 1. 

 Repairing headquarters: you may repair a rival’s headquarters tile 
following the standard procedure: by spending one infantry unit. 
Place one of your army markers on the building to mark it as yours. 
Repaired headquarters recover all resistance points and will give you 
the following benefits: 

 Deploy reinforcements at your new headquarters as usual. 

 Receive one extra resource card each round. 

 Also, while you have at least one headquarters tile under control, you 
cannot be eliminated from the game. 

 MEDALS
Medals are awarded for your heroic acts during the game. Each medal 
marker has two sides: the first time you receive a medal, draw one 
medal marker. The second time, turn it over to show its other side; each 
side adds one medal. Having two medal markers means you have 3 or 4 
medals, depending on their shown sides.

Players receive medals each time they win a battle, either as 
attackers or defenders. 

Eliminating troops from a tile with cards does not earn medals. 

If a battle is solved because one side withdraws their troops,  or for  
similar reasons, and there is no battle in the end, nobody receives 
medals. In case of a tie, nobody receives medals. 

You will also recieve one medal when building a construction. But you 
won’t receive any for repairing or conquering a construction, or if you 
built it using the effect of a resource card. 

3 medals earned

Take a second medal marker 
and place it white side up

4 medals earned
Turn the second medal 
marker to its black side

2 medals earned 

Turn the marker to its black side 

1 medal earned
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ORDEN TÁCTICA

3

CONSTRUIR O RECONSTRUIR

Construye o reconstruye
una fábrica o campamento.

1

COMANDOS
ORDEN DE ATAQUE

Destruye una unidad de cualquier oponente
sin importar su situación.

REFUERZOS DE ARTILLERÍA
ORDEN DE DEFENSA

Añade una artillería en la loseta atacada
antes de resolver el conflicto.

2

5. Tactical phase

 Using tactical orders
Following the turn’s order, each player may use one tactical orders card. 
The effects are explained in the card’s description. 

6. Arms race 
You may do research for technological breakthroughs that allow the 
construction of the ‘ultimate weapon’, which will force your rivals to 
surrender, thus, giving you victory. 

To do it, each player may add one card from their hand to their secret 
research deck, if they want to. This deck can never have more cards than 
the number of medals from that army. These cards are hidden to the 
rest of players, and will only be shown if a player manages to build the 
ultimate weapon. 

Resource cards with resarch values 1, 2 & 3. 

Don’t forget that the black sides from medal markers are worth 
two medals. 

Each resource card has a numeric value at the bottom for this purpose. If 
you have enough research points to fulfill the scenario requirements, you 
immediately win the game. Just turn your cards around and show them 
to the other players. If two players reach the required amount at the same 
time, the tie-breaker arrow from the turn order track will determine the 
winner. By default, you will need 15 research points, unless the scenario 
states otherwise. 

7. UPKEEP 

 REMOVING EXCESS TROOPS
During this phase of the turn, you will have to do upkeep of your troops. 
Each player may have up to 3 units on each tile. Any excess troops must be 
removed from the board and returned to each player’s reserve. Following 
turn order, each player removes any excess troops. The player may decide 
which troops are removed.

Any planes or transported units that ended their movement in the water 
are also removed and returned to the owner’s reserve. 

Frontier tiles allow for only 2 units per player in battle, so all excess 
troops must be removed. The USSR’s army skill allows them to have one 
additional unit per tile, in both cases. 

 Discard: Removing excess cards 
The starting hand limit for all armies is 4 cards, but it is possible to 
increase this limit during the game. During this step, discard at your 
choice any excess cards over your current limit. 

You may increase your card limit by 1 for each airport tile under 
your control.

“Important: You can have more than 4 cards in hand during the turn, 
since you do not have to discard them until this phase.”

       

[ OPTIONAL RULES ]

1. FOG OF WAR & DECOY TOKENS 
The use of fog of war and/or decoy tokens is optional, and must be agreed 
upon by all the players before starting the game.

 Fog of war

 Setup: Each player takes the 4 fog of war tokens of their armies. 
These tokens show the icons of the 4 different types of units. 

 Reinforcements: you may decide to deploy a fog of war token at your 
HQ instead of a unit. Place the token with the flag side up, hiding the 
unit icon to the other players. 

 Movement: fog of war tokens can move 1 tile, regardless of the 
hidden unit’s movement value. You may control tiles with these 
tokens, but you cannot activate buildings with them. 

 Transport: they can only be transported if the hidden unit can be 
transported. During the game, if you mistakenly transported one of 
these tokens, remove it from the map after revealing it and return it to 
your reserve for later use. 

 Revealing the unit: when revealed, replace the token with the 
appropriate unit and, if you don’t have those units left in your reserve, 
remove the token due to losing that reinforcement. You may reveal 
these tokens in three ways: 

 When they participate in battle, you must reveal them before playing 
defense cards and solving the battle.

 If a plane flies over a tile with a fog of war token, reveal it immediately. 
If it’s an artillery unit, the plane starts a battle in that tile.

 At any time during your turn, you may reveal any of your fog of war 
tokens. 

 Decoy tokens

 Setup: each player takes the 8 decoy tokens of their armies (4 fog of 
war and 4 decoy tokens).

 Reinforcements: these tokens are always played along with a fog of 
war token, that is, you will deploy two tokens, one with a hidden unit 
and one blank token. You can never deploy two blank or two hidden 
unit tokens at the same time. 

 How to use them: decoy tokens work exactly the same as fog of war 
tokens, except that they are not replaced with any actual troops, so 
just remove them from the map for later use. 
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2. Rivers and bridges 
 Setup: choose a tile for the river to start and place a river token. Each 
player will connect a river token in any direction they want. If a player 
places a token with its bridge side up, the next player will place two 
river tokens, and so on, until you reach the other side of the board, or 
there are no more tokens left. 

 Final score: when using this component in player generated maps, 
add +1 VP and +1 research point to the victory conditions. 

 Movement: ground units cannot cross rivers, unless they do so 
through a section with a bridge. The river does not protect from cards 
that affect adjacent tiles. 

 Building a bridge: during your Actions phase, you may discard a 
resource card to build a bridge over a river token adjacent to one of 
your infantry units. Flip the river token to show the bridge side after 
discarding a resource card of your choosing.

 Destroying a bridge: if you control both sides of a bridge, that is, 
both adjacent tiles, the bridge is destroyed automatically during the 
Actions phase, if you want to, by turning the river token back to its 
river side. If you don’t control both sides, you must start a battle at the 
side you don’t control, and assign one of your attacks to the bridge 
during the battle, instead of attacking a defending unit. If the conflict 
began with troops from the other side of the bridge, the attacker may 
decide to end the battle once the bridge is destroyed, with no winners 
or losers, nor medals for the battle. In any other case, solve the battle 
normally even after the bridge is destroyed.

3. TRENCHES 
 Setup: if you decide to use trenches in your game, each player must 
take 2 trench tokens for their reserves. 

 How to use them: when you move over a trench token to attack a 
tile, the owner of the trench attacks first in case of any initiative ties, 
causing casualties first, and maybe even completely preventing the 
attacks from troops with the same initiative. Otherwise, the trench 
has no effect.

 Frontier tiles: trenches located in frontier tiles are not active, just as 
if you were attacking the tile from any of its 4 unprotected sides. 

 Building a trench: you may build your trenches during construction. 
They have no cost, you just need to have an infantry unit for each 
trench you want to build on the tile, as long as that infantry didn’t 
activate a building that round. Place the trench token in such a way 
that it’s very clear which two sides of the tile is protecting.

 Recovering trenches: whenever you lose a tile with trenches, 
recover the trench token for later use.

4. SPECIAL TILES
Explicamos a continuación las reglas de Losetas especiales. La descripción 
del resto de losetas puedes verlas al principio del Cuaderno de Misiones.

 
 COMMUNICATIONS TILE: This is a special tile 

for coop or team games. Players can only speak 
with their teammates if they control this tile.

 
DESERT TILE: Unit limit is reduced by 1 during 

upkeep in this tile. The USSR army’s special skill 
still applies, so they can have up to 3 units here. 

RIVER-CROSSED CITY TILE: This city tile works 
as two separate tiles to all effects and purposes. 

Both sides can be controlled independently, each 
giving a resource card to the armies controlling 

them. To completely control the tile, you will need 
2 units but you will gain 2 resource cards each 

round. This tile has two sides, one with bridges and 
one without, since they can be destroyed (see “River and Bridges”)

PORT TILE: While drawing resource cards, the port 
allows you to discard one card from your hand and 

draw a new one from the deck, after all other 
players have drawn their cards. Also, the player 

controlling this tile will also control the fleet, if the 
map allows it and you decide to use it. 

FLEET TILE: This tile is handled by the player 
controlling the port tile, who controls the seas in 

the game. During the Actions phase, you may 
move the fleet up to 2 tiles each round, through 

the waters surrounding the map. Place the fleet 
adjacent to the port when setting up the game.

 Battles: The fleet will join battles in adjacent tiles, unless they are 
in cities or airport tiles. It causes 1 casualty and has an initiative 
of 1, regardless of being the attacker or defender, and it cannot be 
attacked. 

 Destroying the Fleet: If you lose control of the port, flip the fleet tile 
to show it was destroyed. Also, players may attack the fleet, but not 
with the standard battle rules. 

The only way to attack the fleet is with planes, resource cards or 
special skills. The fleet cannot use defense cards. 

 You need to hit the fleet twice to destroy it.

 If you attack the fleet with planes, they will remain on the tile 
after the attack, like any battle. Remember that those planes will 
be destroyed during upkeep, so the only way to save them is by 
playing cards.  

 Rebuilding the Fleet: You may rebuild the fleet if you control the 
port by discarding 1 resource card during construction. The fleet tile 
reappears next to the port. There can only be 1 fleet tile in play. 

Desierto
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DOUBLE TILE: This tiles work just like any standard tile, but since they 
are larger, your troops will move faster through them. Moving through 
these tiles costs 1 movement point as usual.

5. COOP GAMES 
For cooperative games, the players will form 2 teams, so they must 
choose the armies for each team, with no historical restrictions. Once the 
game starts, they will have to keep their alliances until the game ends. You 
may adapt any 4 or 6 player scenario to play cooperative games. 

 Allied players may occupy and move into or through allied controlled 
tiles, just like their own. 

 Allied players cannot attack each other. 

 If they share a tile and a battle starts, all allied units will attack or 
defend as one army. They can only use one defense card for the 
alliance; the defenders may choose which card to use each time, so 
they can show their defense cards to their teammates. 

 Buildings: When two allied infantry units share a construction, the 
owner will get the reinforcements and will have to abandon the tile 
for the other player to use it. In times of war, nobody gives anything 
for free! 

 Resources: When shared, tiles that give extra cards will only benefit 
the player that conquered the tile, who will have to abandon the tile 
for the other player to benefit from the card’s effect. 

 Victory points: For VP’s calculation purposes, the player who 
conquered a tile will be the only one who gets the VP’s. An easy 
way to avoid confusions is to flip any allied troops when entering 
the tile. 

 Movement: You may transport allied units, if your teammate agrees. If 
that movement starts a battle, solve it as one unique army. 

 Troop’s upkeep: the maximum number of units per team on each tile 
is 3 (not per army or player). If a shared tile has more than three units, 
both players will decide which units to remove. If one of the factions 
is the USSR, only that player may have one extra troop on the tile. 
In frontier tiles the limit is two units per team; three if the USSR is 
playing and has units on that tile. 

VICTORY
 Victory points: you will need at least 12 victory points for cooperative 
games. But to achieve victory it is not enough for one of the team 
members to have the required amount of VP’s, the teammate must 
have more VP’s than the opponent with the lowest score. 

 Research: instead of using the standard rules, each team has a 
common research score. But each team member will still have 
a research deck limit equal to their current medals, so keep each 
players research cards separate. To achieve victory, the team will 
need to add up 25 research points between them. 

 Annihilation: no changes, just destroy your opponent’s headquarters. 

 Increased difficulty 
/ Tactical level

We’ve divided the advanced rules in 5 difficulty levels, named after the 
DEFCON levels (even though this term was not used until after WWII): the 
lower the level, the higher complexity and difficulty of the game. These 
optional rules may be used separately, although we recommend that you 
apply them in a cumulative way. By doing so, if both players agree to play 
at DEFCON 3 level, both DEFCON 4 and DEFCON 5 rules will be active. 

DEFCON 5: Standard game. 

DEFCON 4: Extra preparations.

 Card hand limit: starting limit of 3 cards. 

 Building factories and encampments: there can be up to three 
constructions per tile. 

DEFCON 3: Air Forces ready to deploy in 15 minutes. 

 Flank attacks: You may perform a flank attack if you invade a tile 
with troops coming from two different tiles, at least 1 tile away from 
each other. The tile with the largest number of troops will be the main 
attacker, while the others will be the flanking units. All flanking units 
gain +1 initiative when attacking. For planes and transported units 
starting their movement at the main attacker’s tile, the “origin” tile 
for their attack will be the tile from where they enter the destination 
tile, so they may be considered flanking units. 

DEFCON 2: Army troops ready to deploy and engage in less than 6 hours. 

 Cities: moving through city tiles has no movement cost for infantry 
and tank units. 

 Airports: planes moving from an airport tile get +1 movement. 

DEFCON 1: Maximum alert

 Supply lines: as long as you have a line of controlled tiles that connects 
with your HQ, all of them will be considered supplied. Isolated tiles will 
have a capacity limit of -1 unit (standard limit is 3). 

 Optional: tiles with just an infantry unit activating a construction are 
not considered under control for the supply line. 

6. RANDOM MAPS
The following is a guide on how to generate random maps for your games.  
These rules were designed to help you balance your maps, according to the 
experience from hundreds of play testing sessions. But, of course, the last 
word on how to apply them is yours. 

In war, you will not always battle on balanced ground, or under equal conditions. 
If you are up for a challenge or if you like to experiment against impossible 
odds, feel free to do it. The only thing that matters is that you have fun playing.          

 Even so, we recommend applying the following rules for your first games with 
random maps until you master map generation.          

 Tile number
We reccomend using 4 to 6 tiles per player. With more tiles the game 
duration will increase, so it’s best to increase the amount of victory and 
research points needed for victory accordingly.     

 Cities
It is best to place at least 2 cities per map. Keep in mind that with more 
cities, the number of cards in play will increase. If you play with more than 
1 city per player, increase the number of research points needed for victory.
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 Victory Points
It is recommended to include at least 2 VP’s in tiles on the map per player, 
either as startegic points, airports or cities. With more points, the game 
duration will decrease. Increase the number of VP’s required for victory if 
you want a longer game.

 Headquarters
Leave at least one empty tile between player HQ’s. 

Once you have decided how many and which tiles to use, set the map on 
the table anyway you want, either randomly or following a prearranged 
pattern or shape that you want to experience. And then, it’s time to have 
some fun!
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NEUTRAL TILE
This is the standard tile, with no special rules or 
restrictions. You can build here.

AIRPORT TILE
Increase your card hand limit in 1 for every airport 
tile you control. Also, count VP’s for every star on 
your airport tile. You cannot build here. 

STARTING TILE
It is a neutral tile that has been marked on the 
scenario map, to indicate where to place the HQ’s  
during setup. 

SWAMP TILE
This tile is water to all effects and purposes. You 
cannot control or build on this tile. 

FLEET
Special tile (see Special Tiles, page 10).

CITY TILE
Draw 1 extra resource card for each city tile you 
control. Also, count VP’s for every star on your city 
tiles. You cannot build here.

STRATEGIC POINT TILE
The player controling this tile count’s VP’s for 
every star on the tile. You can build here.

WATER TILE
This tile is water to all effects and purposes. You 
cannot control or build on this tile. 

PORT TILE
Special tile (see Special Tiles, page 10).

DESERT TILE
Unit limit during upkeep is reduced by 1 in this 
tile. The USSR army’s special skill still applies, so 
they can have up to 3 units here. 

{ APPE
NDIX 

]
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{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

COMPACT 2

{ DURATION ]

30-45 minutes.

{ TILES ]

11. (2 cities, 1 airport, 

2 strategic points, 

2 starting points & 

4 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

COMPACT 3

{ DURATION ]

30-45 minutes.

{ TILES ]

16. (3 cities, 1 airport, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

6 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ BEGI
NNER 

]

{ BEGI
NNER 

]
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{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

COMPACT 4

{ DURATION ]

45-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

17. (2 cities, 2 airports, 

4 strategic points, 

4 starting points & 

5 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

TANE OST

{ DURATION ]

30-45 minutes.

{ TILES ]

15. (2 cities, 1 airport, 

2 strategic points (1x2VP), 

2 starting points & 

8 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ BEGI
NNER 

]
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{ PLAYERS ]

 

{ OPERATION ]

FORK

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

22. (6 water, 2 cities, 

1 airport, 

2 strategic points (1x2VP), 

2 starting points & 

9 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

URANO

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

21. (3 cities, 3 airports, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

9 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

 

{ OPERATION ]

BREVITY

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

16. (2 cities, 

2 strategic points, 

2 starting points & 

10 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

KUTÚZOV

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

19. (3 cities, 1 airport, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

9 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

GUNNERSIDE

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

16. (3 cities, 1 airport, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

6 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

PAPER CLIP

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

21. (4 water, 4 cities, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

7 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

EPSOM

{ DURATION ]

60-120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

24. (2 water, 3 cities, 

3 strategic points, 

4 starting points  

& 12 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

BAGRATION

{ DURATION ]

60-120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

24. (4 cities, 

4 strategic points, 

4 starting points  

& 12 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

12 victory points or 

17 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

CHASTISE

{ DURATION ]

45-90 minutes.

{ TILES ]

28. 4 cities (1x2VP),  

3 airports, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

15 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

12 victory points or 

17 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

TATSINSKAYA

{ DURATION ]

60-120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

23. (1 water, 4 cities, 

6 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

7 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

BITING

{ DURATION ]

60-120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

23. (3 cities, 2 airports, 

4 starting points  

& 14 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

BORODINO

{ DURATION ]

60-120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

25. (4 cities,  

1 airport,  

2 water, 

4 strategic points, 

4 starting points & 

10 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

   

{ OPERATION ]

GRENADE

{ DURATION ]

30-45 minutes.

{ TILES ]

15. (2 cities, 1 airport, 

2 strategic points, 

2 starting points & 

8 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points or 

15 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

NERETVA

{ DURATION ]

60-120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

27. (4 cities, 

2 strategic points, 

3 water, 

4 starting points & 

14 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

12 victory points or 

17 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

FALL BLAU

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

23. (3 water, 2 cities, 

1 airport, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

11 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

ALSOS

{ DURATION ]

60-120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

27. (4 cities, 

2 strategic points, 

3 water, 

4 starting points & 

14 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

12 victory points or 

17 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

GREIF

{ DURATION ]

45-90 minutes.

{ TILES ]

22. (4 cities, 3 airports, 

3 strategic points, 

3 starting points & 

9 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

 

{ OPERATION ]

VARSITY

{ DURATION ]

30-60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

23. (6 water, 2 cities, 

1 airport, 

2 strategic points, 

2 starting points & 

10 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

12 victory points or 

17 research points 

or destroying rival HQ’s.
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{ PLAYERS ]

    

{ OPERATION ]

ZEPPELIN

{ DURATION ]

60 a 120 minutes.

{ TILES ]

27. (3 cities, 

4 water, 

2 airports, 

4 strategic points, 

4 starting points  

& 10 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points or 

16 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

 

{ OPERATION ]

TOBRUK’S SIEGE

{ DURATION ]

30-45 minutes.

{ TILES ]

18. (2 cities, 1 port,  

3 strategic points,  

1 fleet, 2 starting points, 

9 neutral tiles).

{ VICTORY ]

10 victory points,  

15 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.
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SETUP
GERMANY: starts the game with 18 units at their choice to deploy on the 
5 supply points (marked with German flags on the map, or however you 
wish). They also have 3 encampment tokens to build during the game. The 
German player has no HQ in this scenario, and no starting resource cards. 

USSR: starts the game with 10 infantry and 5 artillery units, deployed on 
the tiles marked as part of the city of Leningrad (marked with a yellow 
line).. They will also have an HQ on the map, which can be destroyed but 
will not give medals, nor will its destruction affect the victory conditions 
of this scenario, so the Russian player will continue playing even if the 
German army destroys it. They also start with no resource cards. 

RESOURCE CARDS
The Russian player will draw 1 card while their HQ is operative, plus 
any extra cards from the tiles they control, as usual. The German player 
will always draw 1 card plus any extra cards from controlled tiles. If the 
German player controls the 5 supply points, they will draw an additional 
card that round, and the Russian player one card less. 

REINFORCEMENTS
Each round, the German player will reinforce one unit at their choice, to 
be deployed on a supply point they control. If they build encampments, 
they will deploy reinforcements there as usual. 

LENINGRAD
The USSR army counts with the people’s support people to expel the 
German troops from Leningrad. To represent this, German troops can 
never stay more than 1 round in the same tile inside Leningrad. The next 
round they must abandon the tile, which can then be occupied by different 
German troops, even that same round. 

In case the German forgets to follow this rule, the Russian must warn 
them about this. In case the German doesn’t withdraw the troops, they will 
lose 2 units on that tile in Leningrad. 

HUNGER
To represent the limitations that the Russian army suffered due to the 
German siege, each round the USSR must pay as many resource cards as 
the current round number. For every card they cannot, or will not, pay, they 
must eliminate a unit of their choice from the map.

This simulates the use of military resources to fight the hunger caused by 
the siege. 

GERMAN CASUALTIES
The orders from High Command were to take the city avoiding casualties. 
Because of this, each time the German army suffers a casualty, the USSR 
can draw a resource card from any of the decks. The Russian player must 
leave the card aside until the start of next round, when they will take the 
card to their hand before drawing any other resource cards that round. 

[SPECIAL SCENARIO}
LENINGRAD’S SIEGE

This scenario simulates the historic battle of Lenin-
grad’s siege. That’s why it can only be played with 
2 players using the German and USSR armies. This 
scenario has special rules, so it’s better if you have 
mastered the basic rules before playing it. You will 
need the river-crossed city and the port tiles, so you 
will have to apply those rules during the game. 

TURN ORDER
For the full length of the game, the German player 
will play their turn before the Russian player. Use 
the VP track as a round track, since the game will 
end after 10 full rounds, or sooner, if the German 
player achieves their objectives. 

MEDALS AND RESEARCH
Medals are not taken into account for this scenario, 
nor can you research for the arms race. 

VICTORY
GERMANY: The German army wins the game if 
they manage to eliminate all Russian troops from 
the board by the end of round 10, or sooner. 

USSR: The USSR army wins the game if they have 
at least 1 troop on the board by the end of round 10. 
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This scenario simulates the historic battle for Brest. This scenario has 
special rules, so it’s better if you have mastered the basic rules before 
playing it. You will need city, the port, the fleet and the communications 
tile. Allied players will use the cooperative game rules. The cooperative 
game and special tile rules can be found in the rulebook. 

PLAYERS
3 (Germany vs USA & UK)

DURATION
60-90 minutes.

TILES
25. (2 cities, 1 port, 3 strategic points, 1 fleet, 1 communications,  
3 starting points & 14 neutral tiles). 

VICTORY
10 victory points, 15 research points or destroying rival HQ’s. 

SETUP
GERMANY: 3 artillery, 3 infantry, 2 tanks, 1 built encampment and 1 built 
factory. They can deploy their buildings and units anywhere inside their 
deployment zone. The fleet tile is also under German control at the start 
of the game, which can be deployed in any empty space (sea) inside their 
deployment zone. They also receive 2 encampment tiles to build during 
the game. 

USA: 1 artillery, 3 tanks, 1 plane & 1 infantry. They also receive 1 encam-
pment and 1 factory to build during the game. 

UK: 1 artillery, 2 planes & 3 infantry. They also receive 1 encampment and 
1 factory to build during the game. 
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[ SPECIAL 2 VS 1 SCENARIO }
BATLLE FOR BREST
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{ PLAYERS ]

 

{ OPERATION ]

SEELÖWE

{ DURATION ]

30 minutes.

{ TILES ]

16. 2 strategic points,  

2 cities,  

10 neutral tiles,  

2 starting points.

{ RIVER ]

10 river tokens.

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points,  

16 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

  

{ OPERATION ]

PLUNDER

{ DURATION ]

45 minutes.

{ TILES ]

22. 4 strategic points,  

3 cities,  

1 special city,  

11 neutral tiles, 

3 starting points.

{ RIVER ]

9 river tokens.

{ VICTORY ]

12 victory points,  

17 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ SPEC
IAL: R

IVER 
]

{ SPEC
IAL R

IVER 
]
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{ PLAYERS ]

   

{ OPERATION ]

VARSITY

{ DURATION ]

60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

23. 2 strategic points, 1 special 

city,  

1 river-crossed city,  

15 neutral tiles,  

4 starting points. 

{ RIVER ]

9 river tokens.

{ VICTORY ]

11 victory points,  

16 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ PLAYERS ]

   

{ OPERATION ]

HIMMLER

{ DURATION ]

60 minutes.

{ TILES ]

27. 6 strategic points,  

1 special city, 3 cities,  

1 comunications,  

12 neutral tiles, 4 

starting points.

{ VICTORY ]

12 victory points,  

25 research points or 

destroying rival HQ’s.

{ SPEC
IAL: R

IVER 
]

{ COOP
 MODE

 ]
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{ CREA
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UR SC
ENARI

O ]




